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1. Introduction

The object of the present paper is to obtain the solution of the thermo-magnetic
-elasticity problem in the one-dimensional case of an elastic semi-space adjacent to
a vacuum with a thermal shock acting on the bounding plane. It is assumed that
the original magnetic field in the body and in the vacuum is parallel to the bounding
plane. The latter is assumed to be suddenly heated to a temperature remaining
constant. The electric conductivity of the body is assumed to be constant. The
essential physical feature is the existence of thermal, elastic and electromagnetic
waves and the radiation of an electromagnetic discontinuity wave into the vacuum.

A similar problem was solved, with qualitatively similar results, by the present
authors in [2], where a perfect conductor was considered. This problem has been
solved in an accurate manner. The problem of finite conductivity requires the solution
of the complete set of equations obtained in [1], and is much more involved owing,
among other things, to the fact that equations of much higher order are concerned.
Some additional effects resulting from the finite conductivity of the body are certain
discontinuity waves of mechanical and electrical nature propagating with the velocity
of light in the medium (in addition to discontinuity waves propagating with a velocity
of the order of the velocity of sound). If we reject, in the case of a good conductor,
the displacement currents, the discontinuity waves propagating with light velocity
become solutions of a diffusion character, corresponding to an infinite propagation
velocity of perturbations. This results from the fact that the set of equations of the
combined mechanical and electromagnetic field (thermal influences being rejected)
changes, with such an assumption, from the hyperbolic to the parabolic type. We
shall disregard the displacement currents, what leads to insignificant quantitative
changes. What more, in view of mathematical difficulties, we shall confine ourselves
to approximate solutions in two cases, for which a small parameter can be introduced.
In the first case the original magnetic field is weak and the electric conductivity
is arbitrary, in the second the original field is arbitrary and the conductivity is very
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160 S. K a 1 i s k i and W. N o w a c k i [214]

high. No solutions of thermo-magneto-elastic problems are found in the literature
except the solutions of a broad class of thermoelastic problems [3], in particular
the one-parameter problem of the semi-space [4].

Sec. 2 of the present paper is devoted to a general formulation of equations
and boundary conditions of the problem. Sec. 3 brings an approximate solution
for finite electric conductivity in the case of conductivity of arbitrary magnitude
and a weak primary magnetic field. In Sec. 4 the same problem is solved for any
original magnetic field and high conductivity. In the conclusion, further problems
connected with the present one are mentioned.

2. General equations

According to [1] the general form of the linearized thermo-magneto-elastic
equations for a homoge- isotropic body is:

u dh
rot E- = - • ; , ,

c ot

(2.1)

An e dE eu — Id
rot k = —J+— — + —

~ J - . A4-
c dt dt

du

Jt

- «0 grad T,
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cv—

ot
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z — div
5 at ot

div/

The set of Eqs. (2.1) is a set of electrodynamic equations of slowly moving media,
the Eqs. (2.2) constituting the equations of motion of an elastic body. Eq. (2.3)
is the heat equation. The equations of electrodynamics involve mechanical and
thermal couplings. The equations of motion and heat conduction include terms
of electromagnetic coupling. The symbols h, E denote vectors of perturbed
intensities of magnetic and electric fields, and j—the vector of current density. H is
the vector of the original, constant electromagnetic field, u — displacement vector,
T — temperature of the unstressed body, P — vector of the mass forces, Q — inten-
sity of the heat sources c — light velocity, p,s — magnetic and electric permeability,
r\ — electric conductivity, x0 coefficient linking the electric field with the temperature
gradient, no — coefficient relating the current velocity vector with that of heat
flow. The symbols cv, cP denote the specific heat with constant volume and con-
stant pressure, respectively, Aj — the coefiicient of heat conduction, at — the coeffi-
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cient of thermal dilatation, X, G— are elastic constants and Q—is the density
of the medium. :

Assuming that ju, approaches unity {[i w 1 will be assumed for simplicity) and
disregarding the displacement currents, the set of Eqs. (2.1)—(2.3) takes, on eliminat-
ing E and making use of the condition div A = 0 the form

dh Idu \ C2
— — rot — xH)~-
dt \dt I Anjxr\

(2.4)

where

(2.5)

Q - ^ = G P 2 H + ( A + G ) grad div u + —• (rot AxH)— 3at Kgrad T,

dT

c u Idu
- — r o t A — xH
Anrj c \ot

- grad T.
V

In the heat equation the small term expressing the thermo-mechanical coupling,
Cp — Cv d
—~ • div « has been omitted. The equations in vacuum are

3 at dt

(2.6)

= 0 ,

" • — C2/|2)A* = 0 ,

otl I

rot E* =
1 dh*
c dt '

1 dE*
rot A* = :—.

c dt

In the case of an elastic semi-space in contact with vacuum and with a prescribed
temperature on the boundary, and assuming /xmedium = 1 and finite electric con-
ductivity, the boundary conditions are:

(2.7)

T = T0H(t),

a3i = T3i — T*i = 0 , / = 1, 2, 3,

where H(t) is the Heaviside step function. The mechanical stresses and the com-
ponents of Maxwell's tensors in the body and in vacuum are

1
(2.8)

T;(=±[H3h]

-duHk],

*3-82iHh*], 1 = 1,2,3.
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The set of Eqs. (2.4)—(2.6) with the boundary conditions (2.7) constitutes the
general formulation of our problem which, in the one-dimensional case and with
the field H directed along the axis x\= x takes the form

(2.9)

where

(2.10)

d2 u d2 u

dh d2 u c2

I TT ,

dt dtdz An/tr]

dh 3atK dT

dz Q dz'

d2h

dT d2T

X+2G
U = « 3 ,

xu — •*-/l2. '—

c dh H du

Arnq dz c dt

The equations for vacuum are

(2.11)

Id2 c

\dfl~c2~dzi

d2\
— C2 — )h* = 0 ,

fit2 dz2]

For n — 1 the boundary conditions become for 2 = 0 :

(2.12)

du 3Kat

c d2h H d2u dh*
~. ~ — c'dzdt c dt2 dz

3. The case of finite, arbitrary electric conductivity assuming a weak original magnetic field

Let us consider the set of Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11) with the boundary conditions (2.12),

assuming that the original magnetic field is bounded in such a manner that — -4 1.

This assumption enables us to apply the perturbation method for approximate
solution of the problem. In the present work we shall confine ourselves to the first
approximation.

Let us introduce the following variables and notations:

(3.1) aoz alt
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On introducing the variables (3.1) and performing the Laplace transformation
Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11) take, assuming homogeneous initial conditions, the form

(3.2)

where

— p^ u _

T,a-pT = O,

sh,^—ph — rpu,^ = 0,

h*, K — b2p2 h* = 0,

= rj<p, r = Hao/(p, m =
Qal ' aoc'

The function E is expressed thus

(3.3) E = y (sh, t -

The boundary conditions (2.12) become, for f = 0 :

T(p)=*T0/p,

(3.4) M, { — mT = 0,

h* =h.

Our approximate solution of the problem will be obtained as follows. The
quantity fi being small, the first of Eqs. (3.2) are solved for /? = 0. From the
first two of Eqs. (3.2) we obtain, with the first two boundary conditions (3.4), the
functions u, T

mT0
(3.5)

(3.6)

- l ) \ VP
The transform of 0^3 yields

aim To
" • 3 3

o—p£ o—i

The results obtained are identical with those for no coupling between the tem-
perature and strain with the electromagnetic field.

Next, the u function thus obtained is introduced into the third of Eqs. (3.2).
From this equation we obtain the function /; in the first approximation, which is
essential for practical application. Knowing Ti, we can obtain, by solving the first
of Eqs. (3.2) a correction of the perturbation for u. However, the determination
of the correction for u, which is of secondary importance will be omitted.

Proceeding, according to the above scheme, we obtain the following solutions
for the first approximations for It and h*.

(3.7) • Ae-vi _ . rs\

Ti* =
—P P(P— !) fai — 0
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where

mTa mTnSir [72 + 1 1+721
A = — , B =

p{l — p)
and

S[ = \/s, y\ = ~r ]A; y2 =y2jb.

On performing the inverse Laplace transformation, we obtain the following
functions

mTn rs\
(3.8) h C, T) = j - — {(2+y2) g l (C, T; 1) - (l+y2) g l (f, T; Jj) - ga (f, TJ 0)+

M i
+ j [ / i & t ; l ) / 1 ( C , r ; j , ) ] ,

i JI

//*(C, T) = [(2+y2)/3 (C, T; 1) - ( l+y 2 ) / 3 C, T; JJ) - / 3 (C, T; 0)+

»?T"n Mi
+72 [/4 (f, tj 1) ~ / 4 (f, r; 0)]+ [Mi, T; ̂ - / J C , T; 0)],

5i i

where

1+yi .2 | / r

e'
g3 (C, T; (5) = — I eci^ erfc \~- ^fa ) +e-iV" erfc

and
T

/ 3 (C, r;d)=j gi (0, T — v;
o

T

/ 4 (C, T; 5) = J g2 (0, T — o; 3) H(v+t;b) dv,
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From (3.8) it is inferred that h (£, T) is composed of two functions, one of a dif-
fusion character, the other characterizing the propagation of the discontinuity
wave with the velocity a0, which is that of the elastic wave. The function h* (£, r)
is a discontinuity wave moving with the velocity of light c. It should be observed
that in contrast to the solution for a perfect conductor the diffusion members are
influenced not only by the temperature but also by the coupling with the magnetic
field. If displacement currents were taken into consideration these diffusion pertur-
bations would constitute a discontinuity wave moving with light velocity in the
medium.

4. The case of finite electric conductivity of high magnitude assuming arbitrary original magnetic field

Let us consider the set of Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11) with the boundary conditions (2.12)
assuming that the original magnetic field is arbitrary and the conductivity is very

high so that v — -— is small.
4nrj

Similarly to the foregoing section we shall confine ourselves to the first approxi-
mation. We shall determine the zero approximation to u and the first approximation
to the functions h and h*.

For the approximate solution procedure it will be convenient to introduce new
variables different from those of Sec. 3.

Let us assume

az a21
(4.1) £ = ^> T = V V = hlcv.

On applying the Laplace transformation and assuming homogeneous initial
conditions Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11), take the form

J > « — P 1 — u>

sh,a—ph—rpu,t; =0.

Let us observe in addition that

(4.3) E =y(sh,t; — rpu),

with the notations

3Kat cp ncp c2

Ha
r = — , a2 = a^+x, y = ajc.

9
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The boundary conditions of the problems are

T - To/p,

(4.4) uti — w o r = O ,

h*H= py2 (S^H~ rPu)> h = h*>

where

For the zero approximation we assume that v = 0. Then Eqs. (4.2) become

' M, K — p2u = w T ) { ,

(4.5) = —rt/, c,

Finding M from (4.5), we determine the corrected function 7z from the equation

(4.6) ph—sh, = 0.

The solution thus obtained should satisfy the boundary conditions (4.4). The
number of constants corresponds in this case to the number of boundary conditions.
For further approximations the corresponding integration constants should be
determined from the homogeneous boundary conditions, the boundary conditions
4.4) being satisfied by the set of Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6).

Let us observe that the solution is not built up by the formal perturbation
procedure. Practical reasons require that the correction for the perturbed electro-
magnetic field be found above all and the calculation with the zero approximation
for M be finished. Hence, the necessity of preserving certain small quantities, the
remaining ones of the same order, being rejected.

Solving according to the above procedure the set of Eqs. (4.5) and satisfying
the boundary conditions (4.4), we obtain the following Laplace transforms of
the functions

(4.7)

mT0 i
M = 7=-.

qalaTo

cpp

_n
P2

m
p - \

\To*

m
mo"

m mT0

h* =\B —
PA mT0 o-Kv
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where

(4.8)

S = _ _ _ _ _ | ___ (_ _L f- _ _ _ _ _ i 1

yl
sx = l/s, y i = - j - } / s , y2 = y2/b.

Making use of (4.7), we perform on (733, H, h* the inverse Laplace transformation.
Similarly as in Sec. 3, we introduce the functions fuf2>fi>f4>fs>SuS2- There is
a difference, however, consisting in that they refer to the variables f, x determined
by Eqs. (4.1).

Thus, we have successively

3̂3 (C, T) = — — J(m0 - m) [fi C, TJ 0) - g3 (C, r; 0)+m [/i (C, T; 1)

/, (C, r) = j - ^ j g l (C, T; 1) - gi C, T; 0)+y2 fe (C, TJ 1) -

i—mo)Tox
)

(4.9)

h (£, T; SI) - j—A (t, TJ l)+/i C, TJ 0)]} +

h* (C, T) - ^ ~ |(1 + y 2 ) / 3 (f, T; ,J) _ y 2 / 3 (f, T; 1) _ / 3 (f, T; 0) +

+y2 UA (C T; 1) —U (C, T; 0)] - (1 +y2) rJ0 (m0 - «) [/3 (C, T; S{) -

-/3(C,r;0)]} + ^ , T; 0)]+rJ0 {(«<, + ^ l ) x

, T; l)+(m-wo)/s(C, T;O)J.

Let us observe that, assuming ao/ai = 1, »to — wi the expressions for the trans-
forms H and 7 become the corresponding expressions of Sec. 3. In the stress o^
there are two terms, one of the character of a diffusion member, the other of the
character of a discontinuity wave propagating with the velocity a.

In the expression /; (f, T) there are diffusion terms and discontinuity wave
terms for a discontinuity wave moving with the velocity a in the medium. The
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diffusion terms in these solution originate not only (as was the case in [2]) from
the thermal shock but also from the magnetic coupling. Although the qualitative
character of the solutions of Sees. 3 and 4 in the first approximation is similar
quantitatively, these solutions differ in an essential manner.

S. Conclusion

From the above considerations it follows that the essential difference between
the solution for finite electric conductivity and perfect electric conductors [2],
in addition to the quantitative side, consists in a different structure of the diffusion
members in the body, appearing as a consequence of the parabolic character of
the equation of the magnetic field, e. g for a given u0. If, as mentioned above, displace-
ment currents were taken into consideration then, in addition to discontinuities propa-
gating with sound velocity, there would also appear discontinuity waves propagating
with the velocity of the order of the velocity of light in the medium. Also the electro-
magnetic wave radiated into the vacuum being important for practical measurement
problems undergoes considerable quantitative changes. The obtention of a solution
for an arbitrary conductivity and arbitrary magnetic field, taking into consideration
the displacement currents what is not done in the present paper, seems to be of
interest. The same applies to more general three-dimensional initial and bound-
ary-value problem of thermoelasticity and plasticity in view of their practical
and theoretical interest. Their solution may create a basis for investigation of
analogous problems in more complicated cases, those of ferromagnetics, ferrites
etc., which are of fundamental practical importance.
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c. KAJIHCKHK H B. HOBALIKMH, KOMEHHHPOBAHHME ynpyrHE H 3JIEKTPO-
MArHHTHME BOJIHW, BBI3BAHHME TEPMHHECKHM YflAPOM fl-JIH CJIYHAfl
CPEflW KOHEHHOH 3JIEKTPOnPOBO,a,HOCTH

B pa6oTe paccMaTpHBaeTca npo6neMa BO36y>KfleHHH MexaHosjieKxpoMarHHTHbix

BOJIH B ynpyroM nojiynpocTpaHCTBe npa BO3fleflcTBHH TepMHHecicoro yAapa Ha

noBepxHocTH nonynpocTpaHCTBa. ITpHHHMaeTCH, HTO Hafl nojiynpocTpaHCTBOM
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BaKyyM. PaccMOTpeHa KOHeinaa ajieicrponpoBOflHocTb cpeflbi npH npeHe-

6peaceHHH ToicaMH nepeMememia.

HacToamaH pa6oTa aBJiaeTca npoflojmeHHeM npeflbmymeii pa6oTbi [2], B KO-

TopoH o6cy*flajiacb aHajiorHiHaa oflHOMepHaa npo6jieivta nojiynpocTpaHCTBa

HfleajitHoro npoBOflHHKa, HTO no3BojiHJio cnn3HTb nopa^oK Hccjie^yeMbix

H nojiynHTb pemeHHe B 3aMKnyT0M B H ^ C

JIK fleftcTBHTenbHoro npoBOflHHKa B HacTonmeH pa6oTe paccMOTpeHbi

cjiynan: npoH3BoitbHoro npeflBapHTeitbHoro MarHHTHoro noxin H GontinoM

3jieKTponpoBOflHocTH, a TaKKe npoH3BOJibHOH ajieKTponpoBOflHOCTH H Manoro

npe^BapHTejibHoro nonH. 3 T O aajro BO3MoacHocTb BBCCTH Manwe napaMeTpw

H nonyHHTb npaKTHnecKH AOCTaTOHHbie TOHHbie peineHHH B nepBOM npnGjin-

. OnpefleneHbi BO3HHKaiomHe noa BjiHHHueM BO3fleHCTBHjr TepMHiiecKoro

MexaHHnecKHe H 3jieKTpoMarHHTHbie BonHbi B cpe^e H H3JiyHaiomHecH

B BaKyyM ajieKTpoMarHHTHbie BOJIHH. TaKoe pemeHHe OTJiniaeTCH OT pemeHHfl

flKH HfleajISHOrO npOBOflHHKa flo6aB0HHBIMH MJienaMH, HMeK)lU,HMH flH4)$y3HOHHHH

xapaKTep. B cjiyiae yneTa TOKOB nepeMetneHHH, KpoMe MOflH(])imHpoBaHHbix BOJIH

pa3ptiBa co CKopocTbio nponaraiiHH nopa^Ka CKOPOCTH 3ByKa, o6pa3OBajiHCb

6 H TaKJKe BOJIHH pa3pbiBa co CKopocTbK) nponarauHH nopnAKa CKOPOCTH

B cpeae.


